


5OOMASTER
GAMES OF CHESS
DR.S.TARTAKOVER AND J.DU MONT
This compilation of 500 master garnes is the greatest standard
collection of chess games ever published in English. Ranging over
150 years of master play, these games include masterpieces of every
kind by such master players as Anderssen, Morphy, Blackburne,
Pillsbury, Lasker, Marshall, Steinitz, Tarrasch, Alekhine, Capablanca,
Spielmann, Tartakower, Rubinstein, Rdti, Nimzowitsch, Euwe,
Botvinnik, and many more. There are also once-in-a-lifetime master-
pieces, such as Franz-Mayet (1858) and Bowdler-Conway (1788),
and other interesting examples.

Just browsing through this tremendous collection, the chess player
will find such exceptional games as SChl$hter-Lasker (froå ihe
match, 1910), Botvinnik-Euwe (Leninglad, 1934), Capablanca-
Bogoljubow (London, f922) , Blackb\rne-Gifford (The Hague,
1874) , Lasker-Pillsbury (St. Petersburg, 1896) , Alekhine-Fine (Hast-
ings, 1937), Bird-Mason' (New York, 1876), Capablanca-Alekhine
(from the match, lst game, 1927), Botvinnik-Flohr (from rhe march,
1933) , Morphy-Anderssen (from the rnatch, 1858) , Janoriski-Mar-
shall (Cambridge Springs, 1904) , Steinitz-Bird (Hastings, 1895) ,

Rubinstein-Spielmann (San Sebastian, l9l2) , R€ti-Bogoljubow (New
York, [924) , and many, many more. Many of the games exhibit im-
portant advances in opening play, and io further increase the instruc-
tional value of these games the editors have arranged all the games
into 33 opening categories-Ruy Lopez, Queen's Gambit, Sicilian
Defense, etc. There is also a supplementary section of 26 unusual
games-games played at odds, blindfold, lightning chess, and so on.

International Grandmaster.Tartakower and chess editor and author
du Mont have supplied expert annotations (with over 85 extra
miniature games) and incisive introductory comments for each
game. The comments, annotations and, above all, the unsurpassed
selection of ganes have given this collection an almost legendary
reputation among knowledgeable chess enthusiasts since its initial
publication. Now, in this republication, it is a must for every
serious chess player.

Republication of the original (1952) edition. Index. 267 diagrams.

xxviii f 665pp. stft x 81. Papårbound.
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